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ABSTRACT
The focus of my thesis is to create an architectural wrap through a development of layers in a system. This investigation starts with the design of a golf clubhouse on the Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University.  
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INTRODUCTION

The beginnings of this thesis project start with the idea of an installation into the landscape, but not just any installa-
tion of architecture, but the study of how an installation can consist of many layers to spark curiosity, and excitement 
within the landscape. The motivation for this idea was inspired by the studies of a famous artist, “Christo.”   

Christo believed in the idea that by highlighting the landscape, it would make the viewer notice the landscape again in a 
way that was once taken for granted. By highlighting the landscape with the idea of an installation, Christo arouses curi-
osity by blocking out parts of the landscape, and reveals what he wants you to see. The      material becomes important 
because of the the different qualities it creates in the hiding and revealing of the object. 

One of the installations Christo creates was called, “wrapped trees” (See Appendix for Reference).This project was 
intriguing to me because of the idea of architecture becoming a crucial part to the landscape. More important, 
how architectrue can be wrapped, and act as a foreground for landscape. The main idea being that the land-
scape becomes a complementary background to the architecture. 

Christo developed his ideas futher by wrapping urban environment (See Appendix for Reference), which inspired 
ideas of how a wrap can effect more then nature. It effects the scene dramatically, as well as the people viewing 
it, but mainly the landscape around it. The city becomes the back drop for the many layers of the city. Material 
becomes important again because of the industrious material Christo uses, which is a dreary canvas that finds life 
in a natural landscape because of the idea of hiding and revealing.  

Christo began his studies of hiding and revealing with the comparison to a package. Christo believed there are 
three types of packages, which are clothing as a package, transportation as a package, and architecture as a 
package. The ideas behind clothing being a package is eroticism, in the thought of hiding and revealing to spark 
arousal. A Transportation package is concieved of the packages one recieves today. The ideas of wanting to 
know what is behind the wrapping, what is on the wrapping or the surprise of the package, which all induces 
curiosity. The Architectural package creates an architectural wrap materialistically, and at a larger scale. Like 
Christo I will be taking the ideas of layers, wrap and package to create an architectural wrap that will engage 
with it’s environment to spark aesthetic curiosity.   
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CONCLUSION

The development of an architectural wrap or “Green Screen,” served as a contribu-
tion to the landscape. The building was giving back to nature, and through an archi-
tectural investigation of layers the clubhouse could benefit from the qualities of the 
screen. 

The architectural screen I’ve created benefited the golf clubhouse in multiple aspects 
of the building. The screen served for better lighting qualities, shading to the sun, and 
double envelope system that created strong ventilation for the HVAC sytem, but most 
importantly created a nice visual aesthetic to my design.  

The initial idea to my concept was a building that gave back to the landscape. I 
thought that this could be done by letting a part of the building be part of nature or 
the landscape. In my thesis this was done through an architectural screen with a 
series of layers and aesthetic design of graphics. I believe that nature serves as a 
great backdrop to the screen I’ve created. With this said, I believe that a building 
can blend in with the environment, but the focus was on an architectural system, 
and a building that would contribute to the landscape, but stand out among 
nature.  

I think because of the idea of giving back to nature, but creating an architectural 
screen with presence that I would be able to let viewers know where the focus of my 
design intent was. I believe that the screen creates a great presence on the site, as 
well as a great contrast and presence in the landscape. 
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